### BPMN Method & Style

#### BPMN Level 1 Palette

**Activity:** Work performed as a process
- Link
  - Generic (black) Task
  - User Task
  - Service Task

**Subprocess**
- Boundary (open) Task
- Subprocess
- Expanded Subprocess

**Gateway:** Logic points
- Exclusive (black) Gateway
- Parallel (AND) Gateway
- Sequence Flow
- Message Flow

**Event:** A signal that "something happened"
- Start Event
- Message
- Timer
- Message
- Terminated

**Pool:** Lanes and Connectors
- Message Flow Entry
- Message Flow Exit
- Message
- Data Store

**Miscellaneous**
- Text Annotation and Association
- Link Event Pair

#### BPMN Level 2 Palette

**Activity:** Additional Types and Properties
- Additional Task Types
  - Task: Send Task
  - Receive Task
  - Business Rule Task
  - Trigger (Signal) Task

**Additional Subprocess Properties**
- Additional Gateway
- Exclusive (XOR) Gateway
- Sequence Flow

**Repeating Activities**
- Loop Activity

**Gateway:** Additional Flow Control Pattern
- Inclusive (OR) Gateway
- Conditional Sequence Flow

**Elements of BPMN Style**
- Boundary Events
- Message Events
- Signal Events
- Time Events
- Intermediate Events
- Exceptional Events

---

**Method and Style Training:** www.bpmn essentials.com

**Book:** www.bpmnstyle.com

**Commentary:** www.brsilver.com

**Tool:** www.itp-commerce.com